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محل مهر و امضاء مدیر

سواالت

Match The definitions in column ( A ) with the words in column ( B ) . There is
one extra word in column ( B ) .
A

B

1. a white / yellow material under the skin .
2. in a strong way .
3. change old materials to use them again .
4. full of people .

a. firmly.
b. Populated
c. fat
d. recycle

Choose the correct answer .
5. If you want to win this match, you should have enough ……….. .
a. confidence
b. nature
c. temperature
d. trash
6. We all know that water is ………. Hydrogen and oxygen.
a. consist of
b. interested in c. made up of
d. tired of
7.Children usually have a flexible body . They can …….. their toes easily .
a. concentrate b. touch
c. save
d. change
8. Some earthquakes are so light that only special ……….. can record their movements .
a. instruments b. gestures
c. vessels
d. postures
9. The music was so loud that ……….. him from his work .
a. forced
b. concerned
c. lowered
d. distracted
11. She knows that she has lost , but she is too ……… to accept it .
a. humorous b. exhausted
c. proud
d. possible
11. Aerobic exercise is any kind of ………… that makes muscles use oxygen.
a. basis
b. activity
c. chemical
d. gym
12. The northern part of our country has got a wet ……………….
a. planet
b. climate
c. habit
d. height
13. The child ate the apple and threw its ………….. on the floor .
a. source
b. surface
c. core
d. metal
14. Ahmad ………….. his bicycle against the wall and then entered the shop.
a. raised
b. moved
c. leaned
d. ignored

II. Grammar
Choose the correct answer.
15. The program was very funny . It really made us ………… .
a. laugh
b. laughs
c. laughing
d. to laugh
16. Acid rain …………. by burning of gas, oil and coal destroys forests .
a. create
b. creating
c. created
d. which created
17. You can improve your English by ………. a lot of reading .
a. doing
b. do
c. does
d. to do
18. She allowed her daughter ……….. late last night .
a. sleeps
b. slept
c. sleep
d. to sleep
19. They were …………. old women that they couldn’t hear a word of what I said .
a. so
b. such
c. enough
d. too
21. Some instructions were …………….. difficult that we couldn’t understand them .
a. so
b. such
c. too
d. such a
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21. ……… I have enough time, I want to rest.
a. Whether
b. Since
c. When
22. We will go …………. You like or not.
a. when
b. as
c. since

d. While
d. whether

23. My brother joined the national team ………. He was 22 .
a. as
b. since
c. whether
d. when
24. This box is ………….. weak for Sara to buy.
a. enough
b. so
c. such a
d. too
25. My teacher forced me …………. of the class .
a. go
b. going
c. to going
d. to go
26. My mother never lets me …………… late at night.
a. to stay
b. staying
c. stayed
d. stay
27. I can help you …………….. your project on time.
a. finishing
b. finished
c. to finish
d. to finishing
28. They were made ………………… hard for the final exam.
a. study
b. to study
c. studying
d. studied
29. It was ……………. nice weather that we couldn’t stay home.
a. so
b. such a
c. such
d. enough
31. People ……………… trash will be punished in our country.
a. produced
b. producing
c. produce
d. who producing

III. Sentence Function
Match the items in column ( A ) with the appropriate phrases in column ( B )
to make meaningful sentences . there is one extra item in column ( B )
B

A

31. Use your nervousness ……….
32. Before an earthquake ………..
33. Global warming may be a big problem ……….
34. When you exercise …………..

a. but there are many little things we can
make difference
b. your body uses the extra fuel to keep you
strong
c. to add excitement to your speech .
d. know emergency telephone number

IV. Comprehension.
A: sentence comprehension : Read the following sentences and choose the
correct choice .
35. You can add variety to your speech by lowering or raising your voice . According to the
above sentence while giving a speech …………
a. change the speed of your words .
b. choose suitable clothes .
c. decrease or increase the volume of your tone of speech .
d. use pauses and silences.
36. Exercising is an excellent way to feel happy, whether you are exercising on your own or
with a group . If you have had a hard day at school, or just feel unhappy , exercising can help
you feel better .
According to the above sentence if you are unhappy …………….
a. you’d better exercise with a group to help yourself feel happy .
b. the best way to feel happy is to exercise on your own .
c. the reason is that you have had a hard day at school .
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d. exercising is the best way to make you feel happy .
37. An earthquake could hit any place because no area is entirely free of earthquake .
According to the above sentence …………….
a. there are no need to worry about earthquake .
b. earthquakes happen in some certain areas .
c. earthquakes can happen everywhere at any time .
d. there are some areas that are free of earthquakes entirely .

D: Reading Passage
Read the following passage and answer the questions as required.
All the useful energy at the surface of the earth comes from activity of the sun, the sun heats
and feeds mankind. Each year it provides men with two hundred million tons of grain and nearly ten
million tons of wood .
Coal, oil, natural gas and all other fuels are stored – up energy from the sun . Some was
collected by this season’s plants as carbon compounds. Some was stored by plants and trees ages ago .
Even water power comes from the sun. Water turned into steam by the sun falls as rain . It runs
down the mountains and is changed to electric power.
light transmits only the energy that comes from the sun’s outer layers and
much of this energy that is directed toward the earth never arrives . About nine – tenths of it
absorbed by the atmosphere of the earth . In fact , the earth itself gets only one half – billionth of the
sun’s entire output of radiant energy

38. The underlined '' it '' in paragraph 1 refers to the ………. .
a. earth

b. sun

c. energy

d. activity

39. According to the passage, ….. ten million tons of wood is produced on the earth every year .
a. almost

b. only

c. exactly

d. over

41. Electricity may be the result of ……………. .
a. water power coming out of the mountain .
b. steam that rises up into the sky .
c. rain water running down the mountain .
d. water pressure that presses down the side atmosphere.
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